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I. · INTRODU.GriON 

The scintillation counter has proven to be a very valuable re-

search tool, but unfortunately, its inability to meet necessary stability re-

quirements has _restricted its use in industrial c~ntrol applications. High 

detection effiqiency and rapid response are features which would be very 
·' . 

useful if the necessary stability could be achieved. Several techniques are 

being investigated which cancel out reasonable variations in detector 
\. 

sensitivity, resulting in improved stability. ·The general tech11ique consists 

of alternately measuring the int~nsity transmitted through the samp~e and 

through a calibrated absorber, any difference_ in aqy intensity causing the .- ,·; 

wedge to re-positidn itself~ The use of mechanical filters for energy dis

crimination are al~o being considered. Such a technique would be especially 

·' useful in determining the amount of a given material in the presence of others, 

as in plating thickness. 

II. TECHNICAL DIS.CUSSION 

A. Mea,sureni~nt of Mean Deviation 

A question relevant to tpe operation of a thickness gauge is the 

nece~sary or desirable time response of the instrbUTlent to thickness. variations. 

In rolling operations, for'example, it is iti'general required to maintain the 

average thickness at a constant value. To go. one step ·further, it is probably 

undesirable to have a unit· correct for instantaneous short terl!l: variations· in 

thickness. Ion chambers inherently have slow response because_of.their 

finite electrical capacitance and the high·value collection resistors necessary . . . 
to develop measurable voltages. H.owever, their response is in most cases 

adequate to measure averag~ thickness. A relevant idea, developed in our 

laboratories independently· of the current project, m.ay be of direct interest 
I 
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to the present work since it allows the equivalent of both slow and fast 

time response, will now be described. 

The rapid response of the scintillation counter would permit a 

second very useful parameter to be measured simultaneously, i.e.,· the 

amount of variation from the average thickness. In the servo balancing 

system which has been dis~ssed, the error signal represents the d~ffer-

ence in intensity between the radiations transmitted through the sample and 

through the calibrated wedge. With qualifications, the amplitude of this 

signal can be m~de to represent the deviation from the mean.value. 

One qualification, which is not satisfied· fn:.ih.~:. present experimental 
'"" ~ ! 

system, is that the detector sensitivity and servo gain be stabilized so that 

the magnitude of the error signal is truly proportional to thickness variations. 

One of the important features of the principle being studied is 'that measurement 

accuracy is reasonably independent of the stability of the detector and servo 

system. The reason for this is that the error signal goes to zero at balance 

so that changes in gain affect only the width of the servo system dead spot. 

A second condition is that lineari t~r':.be ,maintained in amplification 

.in the servo amplifier. Many servo amplifiers are designed such that when 

a given input error signal level is reached, further increases in signal do. 

not result in corresponding increases in se~vo motor speed. However, it is 

perhaps desirable to include a simple, .stabilized linear amplifier for making 

this measurement, rather than co~promising the openation of.the servo 

amplifier. Therefore, the 60 cps error signal from the integrating network 

would be fed simultaneously to the servo amplifier and to the special amplifier 

for measuring mean thickness variations. Th~ result could be indicated on 

a meter or recorder having rapid response time. A final requirement would 
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be that any error due to statistical flucuations be small so that changes in 

error signal would truly indicate thickness var~ations. 

B. Ross Filters · i 1 

Previous repq:r;-ts have described the principle of operation of Ross 

filters, but further discussion is in order on the energy region of application 

and the method of using Ross filters in a measurement system. The available 

range in energies is determined by the. K-absorption edges of the various 

elements, a practical upper limit be~ng the 115 kev value for uranium. 

Although Ross filters may have application in conventional transmissicm 

measurements, it is felt that their greatest usefulness would be in applications 

where it is necessary to determine the thickness of one-material in the 

presence of others. 

In a simple system, it would be possible to position one foil of the 

Ross filter in the radiatiqn beam transmitted through a sample, measure the 

radiation transmitted thro~gh the foil and then repeat the measurement for 

the other foil of the filter pair. A manual subtraction would give the change 

in intensity, which could be correlated with sample thickness. Since this 

technique would not ·be suitable for continuous measurements, it would be 

desirable to use a mechanic.al system for alternat·ely positioning the foils in 

the beam, and measuring the amplitude of the modulation .. appearing in the 

detector output. 

An ion chamb'er could be used as the radiation detector, but because 

of its slow response, the rate of modulation would be l~ited to a few cycles 

per second. The rapid response of the scintillation counter makes it ideal for 

this application, except ~hat any effects due to detector instability must be 

eliminated, as was true in the rotating lead chopper system already described. 
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One soiution to the use of the scintillation counter with Ross 

filters which was evolved on a proprietory basis in our labotatories but 

which is directly applicable to tP9 problem consists of combining a rotating 

filter system with a lead chopper, and such a system is shown in Figure 1. 

Two filter wheels are used, each containing two matched pairs·or filters, 

which for example, might be rotated to produce a 400 cycle per second 

modulation. The lead chopper might operate at 10 cycles per second, so that 

a fairly large ratio exists be·tween the two frequencies. The figure shows the 

radiation intensity transmitted through the filters for a condition of un-

balance in the system, as well as. the chopped radiation reac~ing the detector. 

The detector signal is demodulated to obtain the envelope of the waveform 
. ' 

and represents the error signal. As the wedge moves toward balance, the 

error signal goes to zero; implying that the modulated intensities transmitted 

through the two filters systems are equal. A fairly large ratio ~·s required 

between the modulation and chopping frequencies in order that the demodulation 

s,ystem be able to accurately follow the envelope of the signal. 

Rather than using radiation transmitted through the sample, an 

alternate method is to use a source to excite secondar,y radiation in the 
. . 

sample. This technique would be particularily effective in determining the 

thickness of one material in the presence of others,. an example being the 

determination of plating thickness. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experimental work is being performed to detennine the accuracy and 

stability which might be expected from.the,commutating system described in 

previous reports. In general, good long term stabi~ty has been achieved, 

but short term small amplitude fluctuati:ons·.·are. limiting .• the accur.acy. of., the 

method. Tests are being performed to determine the cause of the fluctuations, 

in order to establish whether they might constitute a limitation in accuracy 

of the principle. 

Figure 2a shows the integration and frequency converter un~t in its 

present form. The anode c~rrent of the photomultier .tube is alternately 
I 

switched between the two integrating condensers· C-1 and C-2, by the action 

of commutator switch S-1. The radiation is being chopped at 10 cycles per 

second, and S-1 is driven mechanically by the chopper so that its switching 

coincides exactly with the openi'ng and closing of the radiation chopper. 

Assume that the system is not balanced so that the two radiation beams are 

of different intensi~. The voltages developed across the two integrating 

condensers are proportional to the respective intensities of the two 

radiation. beams seen by the scintillation count·er. The integrating time 

.. constants are RC1 and RC2, ·a common resistor being used by nature of the 

switching arrangement. 

Switch S-2 is a standard Brown frequency conver~r, which is driven 

at 60 cycles per second line frequency, its output being the 60 cps error 

signal used to drive the servo amplifier, The cathode follower provides an 

output signal at a low impedance level. The two switches, S-1 and S-2, must 

· be of the non-shorting or break-before-make type so that the two integrating 

condensers can never be shorted together, which would tend to equalize their 
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charge. 

Short term variations in the balance point occur which tend to 

limit the· accuracy of the system to about one-half percent. In order to 

determine the cause of the fluctuations, the operation of.the circuit 'in 

Figure 2a for certain simulated conditions is being studied. The circuit 

in Figure 2b eliminates the scintillation-counter and replaces it with a 

fixed and a variable voltage source. ·The variable voltage source consists 

of a poten·tiometer driven by the servo motor, and in the presence of an 

unbalance, it will position itself such that its output will equal the fixed 

voltage in the opposite leg. The voltages are made approximately equal to 

those present when the scintillation counter is used, the fixed :voltage 
.:\ 

being 0.1 volts and the variable range extending from 0.08 to 0.125 volts. 

Since the balancing wedge. 9overs only a range of approximately three in 

thickness, the variable potentiometer must simulate .the corresponding change 

in detector output. 

Initial operation.of the simulation circuit shows some fluctuations 

in the output at balance, and attempts are being made_to eliminate the~. 

The next logical step is to intro'duce the photomultiplier tube, but have it 

look at a constant intensity light source. The final step will be to include 

the scintillation crystal and som:ce. ·It is felt that this procedure will 

localiz'e the area of difficulty and permit }r.eparation of statistical and 

non-statistical effects. 
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IV. 'CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS 

:tn order to determine the suitability of the scintillation counter 

chopper system for:future applications, it is necessary to establish the 

stability which can be achieved, since it must be comparable. or better than 

conventional systems. The advantage of higher detection efficienqy would 

be meaningless if it were coupled with poor stability. 

A second ~dvantage of the chopper system, that of also being able 

to measure mean deviation in thickness, appears possible and will be pursued 

Use of Ross filters for energy discrimination by mechanical means 

appears. very attractive for selective sampling of particular.,materials. 

It is expected that work on this ·phase of the program will be emphasized 

during the next quarter. 

Several abstractsthave'appeared in the Russian liter~ture on 

systems to stabilize scintfllation counters, although very little detail 

·is given. Attempts will be made. to obtain additional information of these 

systems, but it is difficult to predict what data might be made available. 

~ ,. . ·. ~ 
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C. A. Stone. The data of this investigation are recorded in ARF Logbooks 

C9372 and C9276. 
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